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**SOFIA FLOATING PLAZA - competition | Sofia | Bulgaria**

The competition brief called for the urban concept and architectural design and development of Sveta Nedelya Square, in the city of Sofia. The main strategy for the project is to provide a clearly defined plaza for congregation in the heart of Sofia. To achieve this, we propose a plane which "peels" away from the north side of Sveta Nedelya Church and floats over Boulevard Vitosha. Some of the geometrical lines of the plaza disposition are carried over from the angle introduced by the original Roman Cardus and Decumanus and the Forum. Furthermore, we are proposing an extension of the existing underground level considering that new rooms will be uncovered and to provide a connection to the subway system. Three levels are present in the proposal: the floating plaza, street level, and archaeological level. The intention is to have clearly defined congregation area but with a variety of overlaps between the levels; the idea being generated from Eduardo Chillida ‘Gravity’ series. One can see flat planes engaging in several overlaps and providing a series of layer which could in turn be read as archaeological, or perhaps even geological formations. The most symbolic aspect of our proposition is that all human interventions are a part of a larger time-frame.